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Challenges with traditional application lifecycle
Dealing with application lifecycle management has always been a time-consuming task. We have been
required to centrally manage updates to applications, dealing with application compatibility issues and
with application conflicts. In addition, with the way that Microsoft manages applications using the MSI
file package format, it has its challenges with bloating the operating system adding numerous registry
changes, file systems and different dependencies that the application needs. This is also up to each
vendor how it has created its own installation package.
In larger organizations and in VDI implementations where we have hundreds or thousands of virtual
machines or endpoints, we often have a one or more centralized application management and delivery
solutions which can make this application lifecycle management process a lot more efficient on
persistent virtual machines.
Different types of software can be used to manage the application catalog, pushing out applications and
application updates to an endpoint or a collection of virtual machines.
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These types of management platforms, will typically allow you to import an MSI file and then allow you
to specify a MSIEXEC with different attributes to do a silent installation along with some additional
properties which will then be pushed to an endpoint to be run with the installation. These types of

solution also have different detection methods to determine if an existing version of a product is
installed may also determine the OS type before pushing the right version of the application.
However, this type of application deployment and application installation presents some challenges in a
VDI environment.


Application Configuration – Not every setting can be configured during the installation. The
vendor’s MSI package might give some options that we can configure during the installation but
the rest may need to be configured post installation using scripts or Group policy – which might
end up delaying logon times for the end-users.



Finding the right Customization – If we want to have specific settings pre-defined in the
application, in most cases it can be difficult to find the correct settings in registry or file-settings
to import as part of the installation to make sure it’s properly configured when it is installed on
the virtual machine.



Handling updates – Updates in most cases consists of an MSP/MSI file which will need to be
imported and then an MSIEXEC command will need to also be specified to handle the update
process on the endpoint. Also, in some cases, delivering updates might cause the application
corruption or that you may need to remove the existing version to install a new major version.



Bloating the operating system – Most application installers add a lot of changes to the Windows
registry and bloat the file system with numerous different files and may require specific
dependencies which need to be installed as well. Eventually doing a lot of application
installations and updates might cause the operating system to behave unexpectedly or make it
less responsive.



Handling application compatibility – Many applications require different dependencies, for
instance an application might require a specific version of Visual C++ library while another
application might require a complete different version of Visual C++ library which will cause in
most cases an overwrite of the previous version which will then cause the first application to
stop functioning because it does not support the latest version of the library.

In VDI environments we can utilize an image provisioning solution, were we can have the required
applications pre-installed on the golden image. When we require an update to an application, we would
need to install the update on the golden image and then re-distribute the VDI instances based upon that
new application.
This makes application management a lot easier and allows us to control updates in a straight-forward
manner, but this presents another issue whereby we have many different applications and multiple
versions of applications which we need to be delivered to our end-users. With this approach we might
end up with a large list of multiple golden images while not allowing for us to customize and deliver
applications directly to a specific end-user.
So how can we address these issues?

Moving towards Application Layering
The concept behind application layering, is having an application installed/containerized in its own
virtual hard disk, which is then attached to a virtual machine as a layer either at boot or at logon. The
application layer and an existing underlying operating system will be merged at filesystem level and
behave transparently for the end-user, and the application will appear like a normal application.
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This is typically done by mounting a virtual hard disk as read-only then using a file system filter driver(s)
which will inject the files and registry settings in the contained within application layers into the
operating system. Each application layer might consist of one or more applications which can then be
assigned to specific users, groups of users, or virtual desktops.
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What are the advantages with Application layering?


Simpler installation process – Creating an application layer is done on a provisioning machine or
template machine. This desktop should mirror the average desktop OS version and bit type of
your desktop environment. This “packaging” desktop is where we will need to run through the
installation wizard of applications that we want to capture. After the installation of each
application is done we can do our customization like we do with regular applications. This
capturing process monitors and copies all changes made by the application installer and creates
a VHD or VMDK file which will become a layer. Most solutions allow you to have more than one
application per layer if desired. Unlike traditional software deployments we do not need to
specify MSIEXEC attributes or create a setup configuration file – just use the same Windows
installer that came with the application.







Simpler deployment – Compared to traditional software deployments, application layering does
not need to have a script or deployment tool to deploy application scripts to ensure that the
endpoint is updated with the latest version. Since application layering is doing file-level merging,
all changes and deployments are transparent to the end-user.
Simpler update processes – Updating applications is done by using the provisioning/packaging
desktop and by running the updated MSI file against the original application layer and simply
going through the update wizard. By following this process a new version of that application
layer is created but we’ll still have the old in case it is needed for compatibility reasons.
Avoiding bloated golden images – Application layering techniques do not require us to have
many pre-installed applications in the golden image therefore it remains small and applications
move into the image just-in-time at machine boot or user logon.

Additionally, most vendors provide solutions which allow for user installable application layers, which
optionally allows select users to install their own applications into a separate layer which will be
mounted as read/write as long as they have administrative access on the system. Certain application
layering vendors do not require administrative access to the entire system but include granular admin
rights where admin privileges are selectively raised to install applications against a whitelist and/or
blacklist.

Liquidware Labs
Founded in 2009 with solutions for desktop virtualization. Their layering product is called FlexApp and is
part of ProfileUnity which is their UEM (User Environment Management) product for virtual and physical
desktops.
Even though their FlexApp product is integrated with ProfileUnity is can be licensed separately. This
approach allows us to use FlexApp without using the core UEM capabilities within ProfileUnity. If we
want to extend our capabilities, we can just add an additional license. Both solutions are managed from
within the same console.
NOTE: This whitepaper was written using ProfileUnity version 6.5.5

Architecture
The FlexApp architecture is straightforward. It consists of a ProfileUnity Server, where we create all our
configuration, application assignments and central administration. The ProfileUnity Server runs as a set
of services on top of a Windows Server and it stores its data inside an included MongoDB database.
When layering with VHDs high availability is built-in by design because layers are mounted in-guest. If
using VMDKs, the ProfileUnity Management Console server should be highly available in order to ensure
uninterrupted communication with vCenter. This can be done easily because ProfileUnity/FlexApp
includes functionality that can cluster and replicate the management console to two additional Windows
servers. Clustering and replication of the Management Console is only needed for VMDK mounts via
VMware vCenter, all the agents and other services will function regardless of the ProfileUnity Server is
online or not. When creating our configuration, we define where the agents (which will be installed on
the endpoints) will be looking for the configuration.
In most cases the configuration files will just be a simple file share or be placed on the SYSVOL folder
which is by default highly available. When the agent service runs/starts it will locate any particular

configuration files on that particular share and process those which are applicable for that user,
machine, group or any other context-aware setting.
The agent is also responsible for handling the layering jobs, such as managing the filesystem and registry
rewrites, using a pair of mini-filter drivers that run as the Liquidware Container service.
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The ProfileUnity Management Console

FlexApp can mount a layer using two methods, either using VMDKs (called FlexDisk) using a connection
to the vCenter or doing in-guest VHD mount. The in-guest VHD is a simpler approach and does not have
any particular hypervisor integration requirements, which also works for physical desktops. If using inguest VHD it is important to have a reliable network connection to that particular SMB share where the
different VHD disks are stored.
If the ProfileUnity server goes down, the application layering feature will continue to function because
the in-guest VHD does not require any connection to the ProfileUnity server. We also need a virtual
machine as a packaging machine, which we will use to create our layers. This will run the packaging
console which is used to create, update, and repackage our FlexApp layers. VHDs and VMDKs can be
mixed and matched on desktops and each can easily be converted via the FlexApp Packaging Console
without re-packaging the entire application.
FlexApp uses two types of layers that can be mounted. A FlexApp DIA (Department Installed
Applications) layer is a read-only, one-to-many layer which contains application(s) applied to a user,
group, context aware setting, or machine. A FlexApp UIA (User Installed Applications) volume is a one-toone linked volume which gives users the ability to install their own applications on a VHD disk.
Leveraging VHD in-guest mount for FlexApp UIA gives it the flexibility to work for non-virtual
environments as well.
Normally users need local admin rights to install applications which can arguably lead to less secure
desktops. However, if you also license ProfileUnity you’ll have the option to have the solution selectively
raise user privileges to admin based on application installation/execution whitelists.
Licensing: ProfileUnity with FlexApp is available for $109 / Concurrent User OR $59 / Named User.
FlexApp without ProfileUnity UEM $79 / Concurrent OR $39 / Named User.
Source: http://www.liquidwarelabs.com/products/bundled-offerings

Creating an Application Layer
This shows the steps to fully creating an Application layer which is then deployed to a particular user.
Note however that this does not show the initial setup and configuration of the server and desktop
packaging console infrastructure. Creating an application layer should always be done on a clean virtual
machine that should be at the same OS, patch, and Service Pack level.


Run the packaging console from a virtual machine



Authenticate to the ProfileUnity server using an administration credential



Choose Create



Enter the package name, specify the installer location. Next choose a package type. If VHD is
chosen, we need to specify which SMB share to place the FlexApp Layer. If FlexDisk (VMDK) is
chosen, we need to specify which VMware data store we want to store the application on after it
is done with the setup.



Then click Continue, and wait until the application setup starts per the application vendor’s
install process.
Run through the installation process of the application. Once the application wizard is finished
click “Finish”
The Packaging console will save all changes made to the operating system and save it to a layer.
Then click “Save” and you are done with the creation of the application layer





Updating an Application Layer



Run the packaging console from a virtual machine
Authenticate to the ProfileUnity server using an administration credential



Choose an existing application from the list and select “Clone”



Give the updated application a name, choose datastore and specify the path of the application
installer



Then click Clone, the application wizard will start and install the update to the cloned package.
After the application update is done we can click “Save”

Assignment of an Application Layer
Applications can be assigned on Microsoft Active Directory criteria such as user, group, or machine.
Additionally, applications can be assigned based on context aware (conditional) settings, which can be
based on more than 300+ types of criteria.

VMware App Volumes
App Volumes (Previously known as Cloud Volumes) was a company that VMware bought in 2014, which
focused on application layering. The product is now part of the end-user computing stack at VMware but
still a separate product both in terms of architecture and in terms of management.
The product is part of the Enterprise version of the VMware View Horizon suite, but can also be bought
separately and bundled with ThinApp and UEM.
NOTE: This whitepaper was written using App Volumes version 2.10

Architecture
The App Volumes Architecture consists of an App Volumes Manager server, which is a regular Windows
Server running the App Volumes Manager server role. This is where we do our management using the
web-console, which will be integrated into Active Directory. When setting up agents they will be
configured to communicate directly with the App Volumes Manager server to get information about
layer assignments, report back statistics about current sessions and so on.
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The App Volumes Management Console

For high-availability purposes, and having multiple App Volumes Manager servers in a pool, a load
balancer is required in front of it. VMware recommends F5 as their load balancer of choice. The virtual IP

address of the manager server pool will then be the connection point for all app volumes agents installed
on the endpoints.
Applications can be assigned on Microsoft Active Directory criteria such as user, group, or machine.
When the virtual desktop boots, the App Volumes agent will communicate with the manager server and
get a list of application entitlements and process them.
More information about editions and product can be found here -->
https://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/appvolumes/vmware-appvolumes-datasheet.pdf
Licensing: App Volumes is licensed on a named or concurrent user basis.
Source: https://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/appvolumes/vmware-appvolumes-faq.pdf

Creating an Application Layer
This shows the steps to creating a fully App Stack which is then deployed to a particular user. Note
however that this does not show the different steps on doing the initial setup and configuration of the
server infrastructure. Creating an application layer should always be done on a clean virtual machine that
should be at the same OS, patch, and Service Pack level.




Open up the Management Console of App Volumes
Authenticate using an Active Directory user with administrative rights
Go into Volumes and choose “Create AppStack”



Give the AppStack a name, choose DataStore (Depending on if you have configured App Volumes
with VMDK integration or in-guest VHD) and choose template folder and then click “Create”



Then click on the AppStack and choose “Provision”



Find a Clean virtual machine which has the App Volumes Agent installed from within Active
Directory and choose “Provision”



Log into the select virtual machine that has been chosen for provisioning, wait for the status
message to appear



Run through the installation wizard of the application, when you are done installing the
application click OK on the App Volumes message.



Click Yes and the virtual machine will reboot to finish the provisioning process. After the virtual
machine is rebooted log back in until you see the status message from the App Volumes agent





Click OK, and revert back the virtual machine to the state before the installation.
Go back into the App Volumes manager console.
Click on the particular AppStack that was just created by the application installation on the
provisioning machine.

Updating an Application Layer




Open up the Management Console of App Volumes
Authenticate using an Active Directory user with administrative rights
Go into Volumes and choose an existing AppStack that we want to update



Click on the AppStack and choose update



Give the updated package a name and choose “Create”



Selected the updated AppStack and Choose “Provision”



Find an virtual machine with the App Volumes agent installed from Active Directory and choose
“Provision”



Log into the virtual machine that was chosen, and wait until this message appears




Run the installer update using the wizard
When the installer is done and you can verify that the application starts, click “OK” on the App
Volumes message. The system will then restart to finish the provisioning.



Log into the virtual machine again and the provisioning will finish.



The application can now the published to a virtual machine or user.

Assignment of an Application layer
Applications can be assigned on Microsoft Active Directory criteria such as user, group, or machine.

Comparison
Comparison product
Price

Core-features

High-availability feature

Isolation & Compatibility
features
Database support

Liquidware Labs FlexApp
$109 Concurrent User
OR $59 Named User (Includes
then ProfileUnity UEM with
FlexApp and SA + support for 1
year)
Can also be separated into only
FlexApp for a lower price
Application layering using FlexApp
using either in-guest VHD or
VMDK (Mount) with Micro
Isolation. Can also do FlexApp DIA
using VHD which can be used to
handle user-installed applications.
Can also be combined with the
UEM capability to handle all
aspects of user virtualization and
application management
Requires 3x servers of the Profile
Unity role with a mesh
deployment. This is only required
for Flex Disk (VMDK) mount
deployments. Agent use
configuration files and will
function regardless of the
management server.
Micro isolation to handle conflicts
between Applications which have
dependent files
MongoDB (Included)

Combining use of VHD and
VMDK for Application layers
Instant application delivery

Yes

Privilege Elevation and
Application Restrictions

Included. Users do not need to be
local admins but can have rights
raised selectively.
Context-aware filters (Users,
Machine, Group, IP, MAC, Logon
domain, OU, OS Architecture, TS
Client Name & etc.….)
Full support

Assignment rules

Support for physical
desktops

Yes, can be done from the
ProfileUnity web Console

VMware App Volumes
$150 per Concurrent User

Application layering using
AppStack with either in-guest
VHD or VMDK (Mount) Can also
do writeable volumes which can
be used to handle user-installed
applications and user profiles

Requires 2x servers of the App
Volumes Manager which will be
needed to be placed in front of a
load-balancer to handle
communication between Agents
and the managers to ensure
high-availability
Requires use of ThinApp or AppV or handle application conflicts
Microsoft SQL Server (Express or
external SQL server)
No
Yes, this can be done from the
VMware App Volumes Manager
console
No

User, Machine, Group

Limited, to non-persistent
desktops

Conclusion
Looking closer at both solutions, I can say that both make application lifecycle management a lot easier
without having to do complex application packaging as we do when doing application virtualization. It
should also be noted that I have not looked closer at the different UEM capabilities that the products
deliver, but have focused on the application layering capabilities in each product and how they function.
Both FlexApp and App Volumes offer flexible delivery methods that consist of VHD in-guest mount or
using VMDK mounting using connection to vCenter. The solutions have very different architectures
which have their own strengths and weaknesses. Both FlexApp and App Volumes allow for instant
application delivery but this is still something that should be done with great consideration since it will
do a file system merger on the fly with a user logged into a particular session.
Each solution has its own method for high-availability. In order to incorporate high-availability with App
Volumes we need some form of third-party load balancing solution in order to ensure that traffic is load
balanced between the management servers and this can add significant additional costs.
Liquidware Labs however has another approach to high-availability which allows all of their features
(except VMDK mount) to continue to run in case the server goes down. Should you choose to use VMDK
layers, a highly available clustering and replication architecture is included.
Liquidware has more options to handle application conflicts with their Micro-Isolation feature, which is
enabled by default. This will allows applications to be easily packaged independently of one another,
even applications that may have file conflicts such as trying to use the same .DLL file. Micro Isolation also
enables you to have some problematic or incompatible OS applications delivered using FlexApp without
having to resort to Application Virtualization solutions like App-V or ThinApp.
In addition, since Liquidware Labs have tightly integrated their ProfileUnity UEM solution with optional
licensing, it makes a lot more sense for customers looking for a unified solution to manage both UEM
and Application Layering.
The only thing I would like to change is to have the option to do a configuration push option to a file
share, instead of doing it manually after creating the configuration file in the ProfileUnity console. For
instance being able to add central file shares in the console and manage configurations from within the
console.
The only place where App Volumes might be the logical choice is for customers that opt for the VMware
Horizon Enterprise version where the product is part of the licensing bundle or if customers want to use
the Vmware portfolio. It is also important to remember that this bundle also includes UEM functionality
but is still something that is managed separately outside of App Volumes and Horizon View, even though
this is only a minor issue.
-Marius Sandbu

